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1) BoK update from Antoine, where subprocesses are also addressed
Antoine has recently sent out a new BoK Excel sheet were the EN17007 subprocesses are
addressed, they were not addressed in former BoK versions. This will hopefully help us to
sync our work with the BoK work as our framework uses the EN 17007 subprocesses. In a
way we can say we now have at least three perspectives on the domain we are mapping into
our framework:
● EN17007 processes and subprocesses
● EN15628
● “Subjects” from the BoK
○ Proposal: We could possibly be mapped indirectly in our framework as
“keytext”
○ We might also want to rename the BoK “subjects” as “BoK headlines”

2) Discussions about next steps
How can we best take our work until now further and get closer to involve “the industry”
asking them to start to create questions based on our new framework and with “pointers” to
the BoK?
To recall: Our basic approach has been to use EN15628, but it lacks better headings /
framework and it lacks some topics. To overcome what is lacking we will use EN17007 for
headings / framework and to add topics we feel are missing. Also, we will have the BoK
“headlines” as “additional perspective”. Based on this we will create questions. Do we want
to change this approach? … and then how? We could do some pilot(s) and try out different
ways.
It is important for the project to have a well de ined roadmap.

3) The quali ications scheme - Work done since last meeting
From last meeting:
○

The proposal is to continue working on the “Master” until we only have “green cells”,
not yellow and orange ones, while doing that we can suggest new competencies with
blue highlight. Add a comment to each cell that will be changed. To keep in mind: We
already have all the C’s from EN15628 in our new framework as “green”. This is to be
done latest August 7th:
■ Guðmundur will take lines 2 - 39 (to end of PRV) *
■ István 40 - 77 (from COR to end of ACT) *
■ Tomas 78 - 109 (from IMP to end of BUD) *
■ Torsten 110 - 151 (DOC to end og MRQ) *
■ Damjan 152 - 188 (OPT to end of TOL and end of list) *
* the line numbers have changed
* it is also recommended that while working with the yellow and orange cells,
each and everyone will do some exercise itting Essential knowledge and
Minimum skills to a selected competence

4) Use of standards
Not discussed at this meeting.

5) Next meeting, action list and other items
We have other items that needs to be addressed, but they were not addressed now.

